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Thank you for taking the time to open our
email, its Ron from RVM Construction and I
would like to acquaint you with our firm and
how we can support you as an architect.
RVM Construction is a family-owned
business specializing in the construction
and remodeling of quality commercial
buildings and fine residential homes. Our
goal is to work with YOU to achieve your
vision for the client as a trusted partner and
problem solver.
As the owner, I have brought together a
team of professionals whose combined
management and building experience
supports an effective construction business
respected by the community. Our depth of
talent and skills produce consistently highquality projects for our clients.
At RVM Construction, we provide a complete
range of commercial construction, general
contracting, and residential services from
concept to completion. Please call if you

Visit our website!

would like to schedule a meeting or would
like more information about our firm.
Sincerely,
Ron VanderMooren
Owner and CEO
Office: (714) 632-9420
email: ron@rvmconstruction.com
----------------------------------

RVM Construction Announces the Completion of
a State of the Art Facility for MeriCal, Inc.

RVM Construction announced today that it has
finished principle construction on a consolidated
and expanded manufacturing facility for
MeriCal, Inc. Opened in 1965, MeriCal, Inc. has
developed from a small custom operation into
one of the nutritional industry's leading
formulation and custom packaging specialists.
MeriCal, Inc. is the collaboration of prime
tablet/capsule manufacturing expertise and
custom packaging capabilities allowing for
complete, high-quality turnkey production.
RVM worked with Architectural firm A2
Collaborative to move two entire manufacturing
operations to a new facility that was improved
significantly to handle more machinery, space,
and increase productivity. Notes Jeff Stallings,
CEO of MeriCal: "The most important aspects
of this project were moving and expanding while
not losing production time and keeping our
customers supplied every step of the way. RVM
did a great job of working with all of our
department heads to manage the improvements
and created a more efficient workspace. Their
project management skills brought so much to
the table."
Working with RVM on this project was A2
Collaborative principle, Garrett Hoskins:
"Working with RVM was such a pleasure. They
saw the vision that we had for MeriCal,Inc.
didn't change it, and brought in some new ideas
to enhance the overall finished product.
MeriCal, Inc. now has a facility they can expand
in that is just right for them."

Do you need another Construction resource
that works with you to get the job done?
Lets get started!

